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🔥I’m calling bullshit on the FAKED video that Trump,
Bolton and Pompeo ordered, to create an incident so they
can have a pretext to attack Iran. Supposedly it shows
Iranians pulling a mine off the damaged Japanese tanker.
🙄 @USNavy @us_navyseals

https://www.youtube.com/embed/WFcjzKAcC-c

The Iranian paramilitary force equipped to swarm hostile vessels w fast boats armed

w torpedoes, short-range missiles and patrol craft w machine guns and rocket

launchers do NOT wear keffiyehs and thawbs to retrieve an explosive 🤣They dress

like this👇

🧨 Zoom in on a current pic of standard dress for Iran’s Navy operating fast boats in
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the Strait of Hormuz and compare it to the video released. Special forces who retrieve

explosives don’t dress like they’re headed to a felafel - hookah bar. The whole thing is

laughable. 🤣

😆Let’s say your the IRGC and you attacked a Japanese tanker - that could provoke

WWIII- and you got a mine that didn’t explode so you got to retrieve it to wipe away

evidence... who do you send in⁉The explosive experts or a ship of fools 😂

Trump says the mine has got “Iran written all over it.” and then he says “you can see

the boat!” LMAO 😆 He is so stupid he probably had Erik Prince label the mine

before he put it on the tanker‼ 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/EfTO20loHeM
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😎About that grainy video... Keyhole electro-optical imaging 🛰 , KH-12 class, have a

mirror on board w 2.4 m diameter -same size as the mirror used on the Hubble Space

Telescope, which images objects 10-15 billion KM away. Strait of Hormuz is 20/20 👀

👇

Satellites Are Quietly, Constantly Watching Us
In a few short decades, the movement and activities of large swaths of Earth's
humans can be tracked at all times.

https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/ywyxxm/how-satellites-quietly-constantly-surveil-us

@MingGao26 suggests the Sea Giraffe 🌊🦒 🌊 has got this...

https://www.youtube.com/embed/8gu3uByc6sA

💥The commander of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard navy has said that if Iran isn’t

allowed to export its oil thru the Hormuz Strait, it would close the shipping route. So

why would Iran deny an attack if it was theirs⁉Probably because this one wasn’t💥
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• • •

Iran Guards Navy Threatens To Close Hormuz If "Not Allowed To Use It'
The commander of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard navy has said that if Iran is not
allowed to export its oil through the Hormuz Strait, it would close the vital shipping
route.
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